California Commercial Security
California Commercial Security (CCS) aims to deliver customized
solutions to meet all of their customers’ security needs. So, when
customers began asking for someone to manage their security
systems, CCS used creative solutions with their existing
manufacturer to make their clients happy.
So you can imagine their relief when – five years later – they learned
that Kantech could deliver a managed security platform that allowed
customers to manage their own card access systems through a
Dealer branded web-based portal 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
from anywhere in the world.
“Managed access is one of the biggest security developments in
years,” says Charles Baker, CEO, CCS. “It’s really a game changer
in this business. Kantech’s managed access platform is truly
allowing us to offer our customers a product that they can manage
on their own, without having to become an expert in security.”
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Say an employee went out to dinner one evening
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we are normally able to demonstrate that a managed

Other industries that benefit from either the managed

solution offers them an immediate return on their

or hosted security solutions include Homeowners

investment. This is an exciting time for us. ”

Associations (HOAs), who typically use card access to

For CCS, their ultimate goal is to make their customers

manage entry to pools, gyms and neighborhood gates.

shine, and these products help them do so.

Often times, there is no employee on site to manage
these systems – and with the new managed security
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from the CEO of one of their biggest tenants at 3 p.m.
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on Sunday complaining that his access card isn’t
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working, they would have had to get in the car, drive

“Managed security is a game

to the building, and let the CEO in with a key,” explains

changer in this business. It’s one of

Baker. “Now, they could log on via the web or a
Smartphone, verify that the CEO was legitimate via the
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CCTV image, and remotely unlock that door for him.

in years…. and after very careful
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industry research, we concluded
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“We are excited about the future of managed access

product is far more robust than
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competitors’ products.”

down at all. In fact, in a tough economy where our
customers are searching for ways to reduce costs and

Charles Baker

streamline, a managed access system often fits the bill.
We help our customers recognize the concrete cost-
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benefits associated with outsourcing this portion of
their security. It is really a win-win situation for CCS
and our customers.”
Working together to develop a robust product line,
Baker and Kantech clearly recognize managed access
as a key for future growth and an important solution for
an increasingly diverse range of customers.
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